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Help Create the Center
of Our Dreams!
In this multidimensional Universe,
if we all join our energies on multiple
dimensions to shift and realign our
Center to a higher level of service,
we can do amazing things! We invite
you to help us co-create the Lightfilled Center of Our Dreams.
In answer to a question on our A.R.E. of NY Members and Friends Survey about
how our Center could best serve our Community in the coming times, one person
wrote:
“Become a little piece of heaven. A place where people are inspired to believe and
become angels here on earth.”
What a beautiful way of expressing what we all want! Through the Survey, our
Community told us they want the Center to reach more people and enlighten more lives.
(See page 5 for more visions and comments.)
To do this, on September 19th, Maureen St. Germain taught forty participants a
powerful manifestation process to create our own dreams, then led us in a visualization to Create the Center of Our Dreams. We also committed to pray for another
person’s dream and for our “Dream
OUR DREAM CENTER GOAL:
Center” to manifest for the highest
good. Our Center’s Prayers for Healing • $10,000 for expansion (PR &
Outreach) efforts
Group also committed to this effort.
We’re working together to manifest the • $5,000 for Center improvements
blueprint we’ve created in Spirit.
• $25,000 toward general operatOn the physical level, this special event ing expenses
launched our abundance-raising drive
to create our “Dream Center.” We’re
grateful for the generous response so
far! Our goals are:

• $60,000 for an Executive Director’s salary
• $11,000 for “Seed Fund” for
future development

Total: $111,000
$10,000 for Expansion. “More
community outreach,” wrote one respondent on our Survey. “I know of the Center because I came in on a whim, but

(Help Create the Center of Our Dreams, continues on page 3)

A.R.E. of N.Y.

Skylines

New Faces & Friends at A.R.E. of NY
Two new practitioners joined our roll of Center practitioners in the past quarter. We also welcomed two new Volunteers, who are now taking charge of our Psychic and Healing Fairs, and managing our Facebook postings.

Joining us as Volunteers are:
Kristina Oquendo Taylor, Psychic &
Healing Fairs Coordinator. Kristina
takes over from Maggie Moise and
Lola Shepard who both served in this
capacity and have both moved on due
to other responsibilities. A photographer, writer, poet and journalist, Kristina is motivated by “understanding that
compassion and forgiveness are primary illuminators in the true light of healing.” Influenced by
her African Latino Yuchi Indian roots, Kristina has devoted
her studies and work to shamanism, angel mediumship,
herbalism and aromatherapy. Her goals are to further her
endeavors in investigative spiritual photo journalism, and to
craft her own healing botanical products.
Tiyana C.W. serving as our Facebook
Facilitator. Coming from a background
in Human Development and Psychology, Tiyana found our Center in 2007,
after a series of transformational experiences set her on a crash course of selfdiscovery. She credits interactions with
Center practitioners and Community
Members with helping further her understanding of the multi-faceted nature of human reality and
spurring her to further exploration. Tiyana says she is happy
to work with the A.R.E. NY Facebook page “in hopes that
(New Faces continues on page 6)

The Open Door 2015 Deadlines
Issue

Deadline

Jan. – Mar. 2015

Dec. 1st 14

Apr. – Jun. 2015

Mar. 1st 15

Jul. – Sept. 2015

Jun. 1st 15

Oct. – Dec. 2015

Sept. 1st 15

News & Views

Update On Douglas James Cottrell
Plans to bring Canadian psychic, Douglas James Cottrell to New York in person remain on hold, as Cottrell
works on obtaining the necessary visa with his lawyers
and with the help of a member of the Canadian Parliament. We hope to present Douglas in person in 2015, but
may also plan events with him presenting remotely by
Skype. Stay tuned for further updates. 

Meet Our Reception Staff –
Service from the Soul
“Volunteering at Reception for the Cayce Center,” writes
Miranda Rose Gold, “is a golden and essential act of service! Our receptionists are the face of the Center, the first
people many seekers meet as they come in from what is
often a stressful day in New York City. Their commitment
to providing this vital service is what keeps the Center running. We could not exist without them!”
Miranda Rose Gold is our Volunteer Coordinator and Bookstore Manager as well as being a Reception
Volunteer herself, Miranda is a clini-

cal social worker and a patient advocate for the Crohn’s and Colitis
Foundation of America. She runs
monthly support groups for
women with Crohn’s and colitis and offers counseling and support to them. See Miranda’s article, Why
I Serve: My Spiritual Family on page 10.
Helen Mawn has worked in the travel
industry, including International Airlines and Cunard Cruise Lines, for over
forty years. She has worked at JFK Airport as a Supervisor, Service Manager
and Trainer and brings lots of customer
service background to her service as
Receptionist at the Center!
(Meet Our Reception Staff continues on page 6)

Share your visions, ideals, inspirations, comments, criticisms, opinions or suggestions. Write to
our Letters To The Editor column, c/o: Lynne Salomon Miceli, 3836 Trant Circle, Norfolk, VA 23502,
or e-mail: [turquoisefire3836@gmail.com].
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(Help Create the Center of Our Dreams, continued
from page 1)
many of my friends who are interested in spirituality have never
heard of it.” We intend to change
that by expanding our outreach and
expanding our Community.
$5,000 for Center Improvements. These funds will help to update and enhance the Center with needed equipment and improvements to help create the quiet,
nurturing, healing environment we are all envisioning.
$25,000 for General Operating Expenses. This
past May, the monthly rent for our midtown Manhattan
location increased to nearly $8,000 a month. It will go up
again in May of 2015. Other expenses have increased as
well. We generate much of our income through membership, programs, our bookstore, practitioners and by renting space in the Center, but donations are a significant
source of support for the non-profit A.R.E. of NY.
$60,000 for an Executive Director’s Salary. Our
Board Members have been filling the role of Director in
the Center for some time. This is not an ideal arrangement, but it brought us through challenging times to a
point where we are building and expanding again. Now
we’re moving toward hiring an Executive Director. We
envision that an expanded Community will be better able
to support a Director’s salary—but achieving this fundraising goal will give us a head start.
$11,000 for a Seed Fund for Future Development. Our lease in our present space is up in May of
2016. Rents are rising in Chelsea due to all the development in the area. We may renegotiate our lease at 241
West 30th Street—or we may consider moving to a new
space. In an uncertain world, this Seed Fund will help us to
be prepared for whatever opportunities may arise.
How can you help to Create the Center of Our Dreams?
 Join us in prayer and meditation to create the Center

of Our Dreams in the highest and best way possible.
Join our Center Prayers for Healing Group in person
on Thursday nights, 7:30—9:00 pm, or tune in from
home—or pray for the Center at any time. You can
download and use the free MP3 meditation/visualization
posted on our website, www.edgarcaycenyc.org. (Click
Donations and scroll down.)
 Attend parts two and three of our Come Create Your

Dream event on October 24 and November 15, 7—9
pm, to expand our Dream! (Even if you missed Part 1
in September.) These free gatherings will be hosted by

Your responses on our Survey showed that
many of you believe we are living in pivotal times
on this Earth—times of great challenge and uncertainty. When we look at events unfolding around us,
it’s clear there is tremendous darkness in this
world—as well as tremendous Light. Which will
prevail? Darkness—or Light? Love—or Fear?
We all hope and want to believe that
what the Cayce readings called the
“Christ Consciousness” or “Oneness
with God Consciousness” will prevail.
Hope and belief are important—but
they are not enough. Action is required and each one of us needs to
become a generator of Love and Light if we want to
see that uplift of consciousness take place on Earth.
That has been the essence of the Cayce work, going
back to its earliest roots in Egypt and Atlantis and
continuing today: A greater understanding of God’s
love for us, and a more perfect expression of our
love for God and for all of humanity. In a reading
Edgar Cayce gave regarding his own previous life
as Ra Ta in ancient Egypt, Cayce was told: “Let’s
don’t forget the thesis, or the key for which all of
this understanding had come: That there might be a
closer relationship of man to the Creator and of man to
man...” (Reading 294-149). In 1928, a reading for
the Cayce Work made the purpose clear: “This, then,
should be first and foremost: The determined purpose...to make manifest the love of God and
man…” (Reading 254-42).
We founded our A.R.E. of NY Edgar Cayce Center
for that purpose: To help each one of us grow in
that relationship and to experience and express “the
love of God and man” through healing of every
kind, physical, mental and spiritual. Our Center and
our Community have always done this—but we
know we that, together, we can do it better!
Sylvia Chappell with Maureen St. Germain cohosting via Skype.
 Make a tax-deductible donation! Use the Response

Form on page 4 or donate on our website. To add a
fun surprise, all donors of $100 or more in October
will be entered in a drawing for a Create Your Dream

package donated by Maureen St. Germain including
her book, Be A Genie; meditation CD, Dancing
in the River of Golden Opportunity; and aromatherapy blend, AroMandalas Genie in a Bottle.
(Help Create the Center of Our Dreams, continues on p.4)
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Please note that our Golden Heart Reception is planned this year for December 6th, featuring a fascinating presentation by alternative Egyptologist John Anthony West and a sumptuous Middle Eastern buffet.
All those who have donated $1000 or more in 2014 by December 1st will be invited to this event. (If you’ve
made a donation in 2014, you’re on your way! To make it easier to receive your Golden Heart invitation—donate $650 by Dec. 1st, 2014 and pledge the balance within three months—and you’re in!)

Donations of any size will make a difference for our Center. When we all contribute our energies— spiritual and financial—we can co-create miracles. We are deeply grateful for your support on any of the multiple
dimensions of our reality.
"...Make the world a better place because ye have lived in it...” (Edgar Cayce Reading 5392-1) 
A.R.E. of New York Edgar Cayce Center
241 W. 30th St. 2nd fl. New York, NY 10001
212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

Yes, I’m contributing to help Create the Center of Our Dreams!
I am donating at the level of:
SALT OF THE EARTH: $100 ___
BENEFACTOR: $250 ___
LIGHTWORKER: $500 ___
GOLDEN HEART: $1000 ___

Donate $650 by December 1st, 2014 & pledge an
additional $350 (to be donated within the next 3
months) to receive your invitation to our Golden

Heart Reception on December 6th—with special
guest presenter, John Anthony West.
See trimonthly Event Calendar or our website,
www.edgarcaycenyc.org for more on this event.

Or $650 now and I pledge an additional $350 within three months. ___
VISIONARY: $2500 ___
OTHER AMOUNT: ___ (Donations of any amount make a difference!)

___ PLEASE MAKE MY DONATION MONTHLY FOR ___ MONTHS. (My credit card
information is below.)
(A

monthly donation of $84 for 12 months = a yearly total of $1008 = 2015 Golden Heart Level.)

___ Make my donation anonymous, please. (Unless checked, donations at named levels will be acknowledged in
The Open Door.)

Method of payment: _____ Check/money order payable to A.R.E. of N.Y.
Credit Card: ___ VISA ____MASTER CARD ____AMERICAN EXPRESS ___ DISCOVER
Card Number: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Expiration Date: Month ______ Year ______ Security Number ___ ___ ___
Signature (if paying by credit card)______________________________________________________________
Name (Print) ________________________________________Phone:___________________________________
Address : ____________________________________________________________________________________
e-mail: ______________________________________________________________________________________

____ I am also interested in: ___ Volunteering at the Center ___Serving on the Board of Trustees
Please contact me. Name: ______________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________e-mail: ________________________________________
* Donations to A.R.E. of NY are tax-deductible. A copy of our most recent IRS financial report is available on request - or
contact the Office of the Attorney General, Charities Bureau, 120 Broadway, New York, NY 10271.
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YOU SPOKE. WE LISTENED!
Some of Your Visions & Wishes for the A.R.E. of NY Center:
“Become a little piece of heaven. A place where
people are inspired to believe and become angels
here on earth.”
“First wish would be to constantly grow and last for
many years for all generations to experience.”
“ ...A physical space that reflects your program and
that honors peace and healing.”
“Expansion, not just in the facilities but in the
community.”
“To see the A.R.E. New York Center housed in a
larger facility of its own.”
“Somewhat larger space which would include a
room exclusively set aside for meditation and another… for a library. Greatly increased membership.”
“More people need to know about the center. It is
important to create programs that reach out to the
youth.”

“…outreach programs, so that good souls can
continue to meet other good souls.”
“...financial success, more programs, a center full of
life and positive energy.”
“More money for marketing of the Center's
programs to the city. I feel like we are a niche group.
We need to expand the reach of Edgar Cayce's
readings and materials.”
“Make your presence more known...be specific about
what makes you and the Edgar Cayce teachings
different from...other centers like the Open Center.”
“I would wish a welcoming, nurturing environment
for those learning to use their gifts. I would wish an
all inclusive community without judgment.”
“ARE would extend their work outside of the
physical walls of the Center and be a positive
presence in Manhattan!”

Report on the A.R.E. of NY Members & Friends Survey
The A.R.E. of NY Members and Friends Survey was
online from the beginning of March through late September. Sixty-five people completed the Survey, providing a
reasonably good sampling of our Community members. The responses provided a great deal of information about who
our Community members are and what they think, and that
information has already changed our Center. The comments above were shared in response to Survey questions.
Here is more of what we learned from our Community:

Demographics—Who We Are:
Gender: Female, 40; Male, 17. (57 responded.)
Age: The largest group of respondents (31) were between
50 and 69. (57 responded.)
Education: The majority of respondents had a four-year
college degree or an advanced degree (43). (57 responded.)
Income: The largest group (15) had an annual income below $30,000 annually (probably because many are retired.).
Of 42 respondents, 6 had an income of $100,000 or above.

Membership and Contributions:
36 respondents were officially Center Members; 29 were
not. There was a very good distribution regarding the
length of time people had been Center Members, with the
largest group saying they had been longtime Members.
In response to a question about why respondents became
Members or why not, there were many positive comments.

Here are a sampling:
“Really like the center, the people working there and
attending classes. Really like the classes I've attended, so
it seemed a no-brainer. Become a member to support the
organization and get discounts on classes. Glad I did it.”
“The spiritual aspect of the work, availability of the

books, Cayce formulas, lotions, herbal, etc. lectures on
the Cayce Material, health practitioners. The city needs
it, the country needs it, the world needs it.”
“To keep Edgar Cayce's work accessible to people in the
NYC area.”

“I have found the Cayce readings helpful and inspiring.
The Center gives me the opportunity to associate and
study with others who feel the same way. Participation
in the groups has enhanced my life. Meditation with a
group has given me the opportunity to experience the
power of spiritual healing.”
There were also respondents who were not Members due
to financial, time or distance constraints—and some critical comments. One respondent wrote, “I was a member,
but didn't feel like supporting the Center when the Center
had the problem.” We understand this to be a comment
about the events that occurred when Leonard Cassara’s
position as Acting Director was eliminated. More about
(Report on the Members & Friends Survey continues on p.10)
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T Brigitte
ransitions:

Lippincott
We were recently saddened to learn of the passing of
former Volunteer, Brigitte Lippincott.
Brigitte served for several years as a receptionist/assistant
each time British Spiritual healer, Malcolm Smith came to our
Center. “Brigitte was a very dedicated and loyal Volunteer,” said Malcolm, “Always prompt, always nice and
kind, always had a nice word to say to anybody and everybody. She was a very loving soul. I will miss her.”
Brigitte also had her own practice—a modality she called
Astropsychology from Nostradamus. Her blog notes that
Brigitte was born in Paris, France and first came to New
York City with the United Nations. She then went into “the
perfume, fashion {and] wine business.” Brigitte held a baccalaureate in Philosophy from the Sorbonne and was also a
Rosicrucian. In 2009, she wrote that she had been a tarot
reader for over twenty years and had been doing Astropsychology for ten. She was evidently also a voiceover actor
and a member of the Actors Guild.
We learned of Brigitte’s transition when we were contacted
in connection with a bequest she had left to A.R.E. of NY.
We have no details about her transition and few about the
bequest as of this writing. We are grateful to Brigitte for
her years of service and her generosity. Please join us in
keeping Brigitte’s spirit in prayer. Thank you.

(Meet Our Reception Staff, Continued from page 2)
Karen Nilsa Rossi tells us she is a
dreamer, writer, and teacher of children
with special needs. She is delving deep
into dream analysis, mystical and archetypal psychology, and shamanism.
“I am grateful and fortunate to be a part
of the A.R.E. Community,” she says.

Introductions of our Reception Volunteers will continue in the Spring, 2015 Open Door.
Meanwhile, in her role as Volunteer Coordinator, Miranda Rose Gold says, “Right now, we are seeking mature,
responsible, spiritually minded adults with solid administrative and customer service skills as Reception Volunteers. A
warm phone manner is also essential, along with the ability
to multi-task, and to be flexible, outgoing, congenial, and
patient.”
Please contact Miranda at [mirandarose@nyc.rr.com] if you
would like to serve on our volunteer Reception Staff. 

(New Faces continued from page 2)
many more will benefit from A.R.E. of NY as one of the
city's precious spiritual oases.”
Thanks to both of these Volunteers for filling these important roles.

Joining our practitioners are:
Anton Baraschi, offering Medical
QiGong (also called BioEnergy Healing)
and other modalities including the use
of the John of God “Crystal Light
Bed.” Learn more about Anton and his
extraordinary repertoire of services in
a special feature on page 8.
Rob Murphy, offering Shamanic
Healing, Reiki and Past Life Regression.
An initiated shaman in the traditions
of the Ecuadorian Quichua, the Brazilian Makunaiman, and the re-dreamed
Celtic Wolven Path Tradition, Rob is
also a Master Reiki practitioner and a
Shamanic-Reiki practitioner.
Fees for Rob’s services: Shamanic Consultation, $100;
Reiki, $100; Shamanic Reiki, $150; Shamanic healing
work (healing, soul retrieval, depossession etc.), $150;
Home/space cleansing, minimum charge $100; Past Life
Soul Regression hypnosis (two-hour recorded session),
$175; Between Life Soul Regression (four-hour recorded session), $350. Learn more about Rob at his site:
http://www.robmurphy-shaman.com. Contact Rob at
robmurphy.shaman@gmail.com or (804) 363-9357.
We welcome these new faces to our A.R.E. NY team! 
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Mother Nature’s Remedies:

by Carol Schneider

Mainstream America has known for ages
that too much sugar causes obesity, diabetes
and dental caries—and has more recently
connected sugar with metabolic syndrome
and Alzheimer’s. Fewer of us are aware of
the spectrum of chronic conditions caused
by dietary sugar’s highly acidic nature.

Artificial Sweeteners: The New Evidence
As the dangers of sugar use unfold, there has been
an increase in the production and consumption of artificial sugar substitutes, four of which, though currently
FDA-approved, are not safe to consume: Saccharin
(pink packet) aka Sweet ‘n Low; Sucralose (yellow
packet) aka Splenda; Aspartame (blue packet) aka
Equal or Nutrasweet; and AcesulfameK aka Sweet One.
Research scientist, Dr. Betty Martini, calls these “the
little packets of rat poison that nestle in neat containers
on every restaurant table.”
There has been an ongoing massive cover-up of the dangers of aspartame and other artificial sweeteners to public health, lasting over thirty years—involving the FDA,
CDC, Searle, Monsanto, Coca Cola, Ronald Reagan,
countless scientists, doctors, researchers and investigators. It has continued, generally kept under the radar,
into the present, regardless of the suffering these products have caused. (The entire story can be found by
googling The Aspartame Epidemic.)
In September, 2014, a study published in the journal,
Nature, shed some light on how these artificial sweeteners wreak havoc in the body, and presents evidence that
artificial sweeteners can cause the very same conditions
as sugar, doing so by breaking down into toxic chemicals that disrupt the balance of microbes living in the
intestinal tract.
“Aspartame is by far the most dangerous substance added to food today,” says osteopathic physician and nutritionist, Dr. Joseph Mercola. It can be found in products
consumed by 70% of the population.
Aspartame is neurotoxic, composed of phenylalanine
(an amino acid, which ordinarily assists in the natural
creation of neurotransmitters) aspartic acid and methanol. All are components of the foods we eat. In Aspartame, however, when the food or soda reaches 83 degrees F, the methanol, usually bound by pectin which

allows it to travel through the body harmlessly, breaks
down into carcinogenic components, including formaldehyde, which travel through the blood-brain barrier and
accumulate in brain cells.
This isn’t the first study implicating artificial sugar substitutes with metabolic issues. Research at Purdue University found saccharin consumption led to weight gain
in mice by interfering with their ability to control their
appetites, and other effects which disrupted the endocrine
system, leading to insulin resistance and worse.
In 1992, the US Air Force warned pilots to avoid products containing aspartame, as it caused seizures, vertigo,
dizziness, sudden memory loss and gradual loss of vision. Among Dr. H.J. Roberts’ patients, 1,300 presented
with aspartame-related illness: diagnosed as hyperthyroidism, dyspnea, hypertension, cardiac arrhythmias,
memory loss, multiple sclerosis and grand mal seizures.
When they stopped using aspartame products, their conditions reversed. Unfortunately doctors (and patients) are
not aware of the existence of this “aspartame disease.” If
physicians obtained food diaries from their patients, it
might offer some direction.
There were ninety-two FDA documented symptoms originally reported in early studies, resulting from aspartame
poisoning. Some are: headaches/migraines, numbness, muscle spasms, weight gain, rashes, depression, fatigue, irritability, insomnia, vision problems, loss of taste, tinnitus,
joint pain, breathing difficulties, tachycardia, heart palpitations, hearing loss and slurred speech. Chronic illnesses
from ingesting aspartame include brain tumors, multiple
sclerosis, epilepsy, chronic fatigue syndrome, irritable
bowel syndrome, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s, mental retardation, lymphoma, birth defects, fibromyalgia,
diabetes, and epilepsy.
(Artificial Sweeteners: The New Evidence, continued on p. 9)
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“Keep thine feet on the earth, but thine head, thine soul, thine mind,
to the whisperings of God!” Edgar Cayce Reading 440-14

A n t o n B a raschi
Bi oe ner gy Sp e c ial ist — M e dical Qi gong
Anton Baraschi modestly refers to his work as Bioenergy Healing or “Medical Qigong,” despite the fact that he
has mastered an extraordinary list of modalities including
Bruyere Energetic Chelation, Wierkus Method, Davitashvili Method, Nedelcu Method, Domancic Method,
Reiki, Ancient Tibetan Healing (Tse Dup Yang Bod),
Advanced Pranic Healing, Pranic Psychotherapy, Master
Robert Peng's Qigong Healing method.

every day cured most of my ailments in three months,” he
said. “I was hooked. I started practicing another powerful
Chinese Zen (Zhuan Zhong) Qigong form, Standing Like
a Tree and a year into the practice I acquired the capability of both perceiving and projecting Qi.” He found the
Qigong rejuvenating practices to be simultaneously exertive for the body and calming for the spirit. “A practice
for life,” is how he describes it.

Enhanced by Anton’s medical intuition and psychic abilities, this extensive healing repertoire was developed in
the course of a long odyssey of personal healing and
transformation which has now led Anton to become a
practitioner and teacher at the A.R.E of NY Edgar Cayce
Center.

His next life-changing connection was made when Anton
was introduced to the work of Brazilian healer, John of
God. A friend brought a photo of Anton to John of God’s
casa in Brazil (see http://www.abadianiaportal.com/)
and returned with a bag of herbs called “Passiflora.”
These were “prescribed” for Anton by John of God in
response to the photograph. “The herbs are the same for
everyone,” Anton explained. “But at the moment they are
given, they are imprinted energetically just for you.”

Born in Romania, Anton started life on a very different
trajectory—but was never one for small ideas. In Romania, a Communist nation at the time, two or three percent
of every public building was dedicated to monumental
works of art. As a university student at the Fine Arts
Institute in Bucharest, Anton studied the art of fresco
painting with the Monumental Art faculty, preparing to
create large-scale artworks.
On immigrating to the United States at age twenty-two,
however, Anton found no market for monumental painting. Always versatile, he worked in textiles, then in advertising, architectural interior design, and finally moved
into architectural project management—a field that involved architecture, engineering, furnishings, construction
and financing of building projects—serving as Senior Architectural Project Manager for a number of major corporations.
In the corporate world, Anton began to suffer with many
stress-related symptoms (arthritis, acid reflux, asthma,
heart pain, kidney stones, prostate problems and sleep
disorders). He used medication to keep going. A colleague
referred him to a student of Barbara Brennan, noted author and teacher of energy healing. This was Anton’s
first experience of Bioenergy healing. As the healer worked,
“his hands moved as if they were on strings,” Anton said.
“He knew things about me that he had no way to know.”
Soon after, Anton was introduced to Tai Chi Qigong 18
form by a Chinese-American co-worker—and his personal work with bioenergy began. “A twelve minute routine

The first night after taking the herbs, Anton’s right hand
became “kinesthetic,” as if an energy moved his hand to
begin making passes over his body. “The energy behind it
was very loving,” Anton said. “A benevolent spirit of high
caliber.” This continued each night and soon both hands
were involved and began using pressure points. Within three
months, Anton was fully conversant with these points and
the intelligence behind the messages. He would ask, “Is this
for lungs?” and the answer would come. He felt that an
“invisible doctor” descended and became one with him,
bringing a body of knowledge. Eventually Anton heard,
“We bestow on you the gift of healing.”
“What should I do?” he asked. “Go and work on your
mother,” he was told. He went—and did the healing passes
on his mother three times in three weeks. Then his mother
called, saying, “I don’t know what you did but I’m seeing
out of my bad eye.”
Anton’s journey would eventually take him to John of
God’s casa, where his psychic abilities would grow
stronger and clearer—and to a multitude of other trainings
and studies, most recently the work of Reverend Orbito,
psychic surgeon of the Philippines—and at last to the
A.R.E. of NY Center, where he first visited at Lucas Boladian’s invitation.
(Anton Baraschi—Bioenergy Specialist, continues on page 9)
Tree Image courtesy of Vlado/Freedigitalphotos.net
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(Anton Baraschi—Bionergy Specialist, continued from p.

8)

Anton has strong guidance from Spirit about the New
York Edgar Cayce Center. He sees “a positive wave, a
synergistic convergence,” occurring in the Center over the
next year and a half. “The Center has succeeded in reaching a certain quality that has attracted this convergence,”
Anton says. He sees great things happening through the
people who are attracted there. Priestly types in ancient Egypt
saw the dawning of the Dark Ages and took vows in former lives to reintroduce cosmic wisdom when karmically
appropriate, as now. There are also some souls belonging
to streams from Atlantis and the Middle Ages, he explains.
Anton sees the Center developing as a “modern day wisdom
dissemination center,” and believes he is meant to be a
presence at the Center and to teach there. His first course
at the Center, Introduction to Bioenergy Healing—
Qigong Healing is now in progress and continues on Fridays through Oct. 31st. Each class stands on its own. It is
still possible to enroll in one or more classes in this course.
Bioenergy healing addresses the health of the whole person by stimulating the immune system with an emphasis
on conditions diagnosed by a doctor, Anton says. It works
well in support of all other treatment modalities, allopathic
and holistic, and is especially effective in clients with

(Artificial Sweeteners: New Evidence, continued from p. 7)

Finally, research has begun working in earnest on the connection between artificial sweeteners and diabetes (and
hopefully other diseases) as well as possible connections to
intestinal ecology. New information coming from the Nature study demonstrates that several artificial sweeteners
alter our gut bacteria, and this disruption may be directly
responsible for glucose intolerance. The NIH is presently
doing long term studies as well. Hippocrates said, "All
disease begins in the gut." Indeed, eighty percent of the
immune system is located there. Edgar Cayce, the Father
of Holistic Healing, also stressed the importance of colon
care for general health.
We can strengthen our immune systems by using probiotic
supplements and eating foods that provide the right intestinal flora, like sauerkraut, yogurt, miso, tempeh and other
fermented foods. These can help prevent dysbiosis in our
own bodies. Cayce recommended colonics several times a
year for continuing good health.
Are there better sweetening options? We must try to eat
only real, unprocessed foods…and always read labels. If
you choose sweeteners like beneficial stevia (no calories),
make certain it is pure and organic. It must be called
“stevia,” as some so-called stevia products like Truvia,
contain glucose which may come from GMO corn.

chronic conditions, acute or chronic pain, a desire to speed
up the recovery process during or after medical treatment,
and those who seek spiritual development. Anton has close
associations with MDs, and other medical professionals,
some of whom refer clients to him.
Healing sessions with Anton include a psychic reading,
life coaching and Bioenergy healing education, a treatment
plan and a first Bioenergy treatments.
Fees start at $60 per 15-20 minutes segments. Other services Anton offers include Psychic Readings, Dis-obsession
and De-possession, Soul Restoration, Bioenergetic Facial
Rejuvenation and now, John of God Crystal Light Bed
Treatments. (This amazing modality originated at the Casa
de Dom Inacio in Brazil of John of God and involves using
colored light therapy to attune and stimulate each of the
chakras.) Anton will adapt payment arrangements according to an individual’s financial situation. Monthly, he performs charity work at various locations for those who
don’t have means to experience the benefits of Bioenergy
Healing (based on donations or pro bono).
Anton Baraschi practices at A.R.E. of NY on Tuesdays and Fridays. More information about him is available on his website, www.energeticrejuvenation.com. To contact Anton,
call or text (845) 772-7200 or e-mail him at
[abaraschi@aol.com]. For appointments, call 212-691-7690. 
Purevia (like Truvia, made by Coca Cola) is an extract
with limited studies.
Be aware that fructose or “high fructose corn syrup” (HFSC),
found in 80% of processed foods, is usually GMO if not
labeled. Do not use this. It causes metabolic syndrome,
diabetes and fatty liver disease.
Xylitol, a low calorie, natural sugar alcohol, was originally derived from natural birch bark. If you use it, be
sure it is organic/non-GMO. Xylitol blocks harmful bacteria by alkalizing mouth and respiratory membranes, reducing upper and lower respiratory infections, ear infections
and dental caries.
Honey sold in the plastic bear container is
highly processed and often the bees are
fed sugar. However, Raw, unprocessed
organic honey used in moderation can
have enormous health benefits. Mānuka
honey (made by bees that feed from flowers of the Mānuka bush, native to New
Zealand) is particularly antibacterial and
considered a natural remedy against upper respiratory
conditions when used in tea with lemon. 
Information from “Take Charge of Your Health,” program on
WBAI-Radio 99.5fm, Mercola.com, Life Extension Magazine
and Alternet
Honey image courtesy of artur84 at FreeDigitalPhotos.net.
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(Report on the Members & Friends Survey continued from page 5)

this issue further on.
Of 56 respondents, 30 had made a financial contribution
to the Center in the last year: 26 had not. Again, there
were many positive answers to a question about why respondents had donated or why not, for example:
“Contributed because I feel A.R.E. is doing valuable work.”
“When I have personally benefited from the services received I'm committed to help others to experience those
benefits as well.”
“I wanted to contribute to education and knowledge.”
“It's worth it and I wish that I had more to give.”
Those who did not contribute, primarily cited economic
issues. There were a few critical responses, notably,
“Money's tight and the current president and board are
less than inspiring.” Elsewhere on the Survey, this individual gave “Bravos” to Catherine Outeiral, a member
of the Board of Trustees. As it appears many of our Members are unsure of who our Board members are, the next
Open Door will carry a profile of each Trustee. For now,
a list of Board members can be found on Page 12.

Programs, Practitioners, Groups and Events
The topics for programs and workshops most requested on the Survey were: Intuition, Psychic Development
(37); Spiritual or Energy Healing (37); Holistic Health &
Wellness (36); Meditation & Mindfulness (33); Spirit Communication & Afterlife (30); Edgar Cayce Remedies (29).
Many Survey respondents praised Center group leaders,
presenters, practitioners, events and volunteers. Some examples:
“I love Peter Goldbeck's Prophecy Celebration. He encourages and gives love to every single person that walks
through the door.”
“A significant shift in a medical condition happened and I
attribute it to the healing work of Anna [Laskowska]. Also
loved Sylvia [Chappell]'s Tarot class.”
“I love Randy (Okey]’s meditation class.”
“At two Judy Pennington programs—I connected with a
very important past life at each one.”

Areas for Improvement
Survey respondents offered constructive criticism about
several aspects of the Center. Here are some of the most mentioned issues and how the Board is addressing these concerns.
Physical Environment: “Create a space that is reflective
of the work,” wrote one respondent. Another suggested a
Feng Shui makeover. We invited Center practitioner Melissa
Stamps, a Feng Shui Master, to make recommendations.
Many of these “fixes” have now been put in place.

Center. This is a difficult issue because of certain structural elements in the Center, specifically the dropped ceilings, which allow sound to travel above the walls. We
have looked into professional noise-proofing of the Center
and learned that it could cost as much as $60,000. Given
that we may consider moving when our lease ends in
2016, we are reluctant to invest that amount now. We are
experimenting with Sound Therapy (white noise) machines (also recommended in the Survey) and may consider limited structural noise-proofing modifications.
Leadership: “New leaders would think outside of the box!”
is how one Community member expressed this. As noted
in the article Help Create the Center of our Dreams (page 1)
we are now moving toward hiring an Executive Director for
the Center and fundraising toward a Director’s salary. We
also note that the makeup of the Board is ever-changing as
some Trustees complete their terms and new Trustees are
elected. This would be an excellent time to submit a Board
application for yourself or to nominate another person to the
Board. For a Board application form, contact Lynne
Miceli (contact information at bottom of page 2).

A Note About Forgiveness
In answer to a question about three wishes for the Center,
one person wrote: “Those people who are willing to be
back to the Center should be able to be back, especially
when we think about how much Lenny [Cassara] was
working for the Center…” It seems many of our Members
have the impression that Leonard has been prohibited
from returning to the Center. This is not the case. We
would like to clarify that the Board reached out to Leonard more than a year ago and welcomed Leonard and his
supporters to participate at the Center. This was reported
briefly at the time in The Open Door and in an e-mail
blast. We still hope for a reconciliation.

The Future and Our Center
The Survey asked what respondents expect the world will
look like in the next three to seven years as a result of
changes occurring around the globe today—and how the
Center could be of service in the midst of those changes.
Here are some of our Community’s words of wisdom:
“Reminding everyone that we are spirit and are connected to the God force, and therefore, can change reality for
the better.”
“By helping people to be aware of their connection to the
earth and to nature.”
“Keep spreading the message we are not alone nor forsaken. We are all our brothers’ keepers.”
“Help people to attune and raise their consciousness.”
“I guess, teach us about Oneness.” 

Noise: Numerous respondents commented on noise in the
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I n the previous issue of The Open
Door, Linda Mellor shared visions of
her earliest recalled past lives in
Atlantis.
Now Linda’s metaphorical
“River of Time” flows through
ancient Egypt—and a lifetime in
which her mission was caring for
those about to make the journey
to “the other side.”

My River of Time

by Linda Sugrue Mellor

An Egyptian Sojourn
In my dream-vision I find
myself, a young adult female, in
an Egyptian lifetime working in
a temple of healing very similar
to today’s hospice centers. It is
on the west bank of the Nile,
probably somewhere near Luxor.
My job is to keep the terminally
ill patients comfortable.

walk the length of it going over
every detail -- this way I can ensure the patient will be guided
and protected through the trials he
will encounter before reaching the
underworld, and that his afterlife
will be provided for and blessed.
(In this lifetime, hieroglyphs continue to intrigue me.)

On the way back to the temple I
cross paths with another man, an
embalmer. He jokingly informs me
that there is no afterlife. “Once
you’re dead you’re dead,” he
says. I’ve known him in this life*
time also and his profession before
he passed was as a mortician He
still maintained the same belief
and joked about there being no
afterlife. I wonder how many times he’ll have to reinOne of my patients is very close to death. It’s early morn- carnate before he changes his mind.
ing as I hurriedly approach a long low building where the
artists work. The front entrance is a deep portico. It faces As for myself, over the years in this life, I’ve helped
southeast to catch the morning sun. The building has lush several friends and co-workers cope with dying memgreens growing alongside of it, as the climate is not so arid bers of their families. I do not have a degree in grief
as today. The artist in charge of my patient’s scroll comes counseling, but I do believe in showing compassion,
out to meet me. He is a very talented and humble young patience and kindness to people facing the separation
man. I recognize his spirit; in my present life, he is the son death brings. This Egyptian dream-vision affirmed my
of a friend of mine. In his current life, he is still a talented belief that a person has the right to die in comfort and
with dignity. 
artist and has even sported a “Pharaoh’s beard”.
Linda Sugrue Mellor is a longI inform him that time is of the essence. The artist tells me
time
student of the Cayce Readthe scroll is almost finished. He shows me into a long, narings and the Bible. Her past life rerow room with a table approximately fifteen feet long and
collections continue in the next issue of
three feet wide. The scroll is laid out on the table and we
The Open Door.
I am also the liaison between the
patients and the artists inscribing
each patient’s Book of Coming
[or Going] Forth By Day, more
commonly known as The Book
of the Dead. I carry specific instructions to the artists for each
patient, preparing for their journey to the "next world" and their
afterlife.
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uest writer, Judith Munns currently lives in Canada, where she and her
G
husband, William, are Edgar Cayce Canada representatives. Judith and
William were previously the Coordinators of the A.R.E. Pacific Northwest
Region in the U.S. Judith’s lifetime of Cayce work began with:

Angels in the Library…

How Edgar Cayce Found Me

You know those youngsters who are always asking,
“Why?” I was one of them. I was fascinated with the
idea of “mind.” What is it? Where is it? How does it
work? As I grew, I examined books on metaphysics,
parapsychology, psychology and philosophy, trying to
find an answer to this puzzle that I could relate to.
In grade four a teacher showed me how books were
filed in the Dewey Decimal system, and put me to
work shelving returned books in the school library.
From then on, I was one of those busy kids you see
shelving books that have been returned to the local library. That was the start of a fascination that continues
to this day, especially with the books filed in the 100
and 200 sections of every library I’ve ever entered. It’s
probably not a surprise that I became a Library Technician. and then a Clinical Hypnotherapist.
One summer day when I was seventeen I was looking
for something new to read when a small paperback fell
from a shelf a few steps away. I walked over, picked it
up, found its number: 133.8, and put it firmly back into
its place, returning to the shelf I had been searching.
That same little book fell again. A bit irritated, I looked
through the stacks to see who was on the other side
pushing it out onto the floor. I couldn’t see anyone. I re
-shelved the little book very carefully, and once again
walked back where I had been before.

When that little paperback fell the third time, I finally looked
at it more closely – it’s title was: There Is A River. Reading
the back cover, I learned it was the biography of a man I
had never heard of, a man whose amazing abilities made
my mind reel. And yes, of course I took it home.
Here, at long last, I found answers to many of my questions – answers that rang true for me. As I read about
Edgar Cayce and his work, I felt I had come home. I
knew that someone on the Other Side had very determinedly put the book in front of me -- and somehow, I
felt I was a part of the Soul Group of the Cayce story.
That feeling of familiarity was confirmed over and over
in my life. I would become a member and advocate of
Search For God spiritual study groups, an A.R.E. area
representative and, with my husband, William, A.R.E.
Pacific Northwest Region Coordinator. We retired from
that amazing job in 2003, but still host a weekly Cayce
study group in our home, and we are Edgar Cayce Canada representatives. In 2014 we were asked to host the
50th Anniversary of the A.R.E. Summer Retreat at Seabeck, Washington. It was a thrill to work with our amazing A.R.E. volunteers in the Pacific Northwest once
again! 
How did you find The Edgar Cayce work? To share
your experience in The Open Door, send your story to
Dr. Elyse Curtis [solministry@nyc.rr.com].

Why I Serve: My Spiritual Family
by Miranda Rose Gold
A Gift. My first job as a young graduate from
Hunter College School of Social Work brought me to a
mental health agency for troubled adolescents throughout the five boroughs of New York City.
My Supervisor, Roger Naylor, took his annual vacation in Virginia Beach every September at the ARE. He
was a devout Caycean and would excitedly tell me
about the library, the rooms, the Workshops that he
looked forward to attending every year. What a cosmic
coincidence!! Somehow it seemed I had always known
who Edgar Cayce was—but we couldn't speak openly

about these subjects, as we
were in a very traditional Outpatient Psychiatric Clinic setting. Dwelling on this interesting
"synchronicity,” I went wandering around the neighborhood of my new Upper East Side apartment.
I decided to explore a side street I would not usually
walk along, and to my astonishment, on the sidewalk,
piled up in front of a trash can, was a complete library
(Why I Serve: My Spiritual Family, continued on page 13)
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(Why I Serve: My Spiritual Family, continued from p 12)

of all the Cayce classics, from There is A River to
Cayce on Reincarnation, Jess Stearns’ titles, etc.! There
were easily over twelve paperback books, all in good
condition! How could it be any clearer? These were
meant for me. I gathered the books in my arms like an
excited child and practically ran home! I devoured each
book; I knew it was a blessing to me.
And now, twenty-five years later, I have found my
home again at the ARE of New York Center. I have
come back to my spiritual home.
A Vision. In May, 2014, I had a very long and involved surgery of over four hours in which my intestines were being worked on and revamped, so to speak.
This was my ninth intestinal surgery since girlhood.
As I began to awake in the Recovery Room, I saw myself on
an operating table, but it wasn't the hospital operating
room. I was lying on a massage table at the A.R.E .and
the "doctors" and "workers" who were surrounding the
table were healers and other practitioners from A.R.E. of
New York! I also felt the presence of Jack Rosen and
specifically Shaman Jorge Hachumak standing over me—
and above them were more healers and helpers in spirit.
It was crystal clear to me that Edgar Cayce himself
was watching from above as well. It was so real that
when I actually awoke, I thought I was at the A.R.E.
and had to be told that I was in the Recovery Room of
Weill-Cornell Hospital.
During the vision, the healers around the table had their
hands in my intestines and were also holding tools or
utensils. I saw all this from afar. I knew I was being watched
over, and tended to. It was clear that it was not my surgeon who was doing the "real work" that I needed on a
spiritual level. I will never forget this experience.
Besides my partner, Ron, who was physically there
with me, the first person to reach me on the phone when
I awoke in my hospital room was Jack Rosen. I was
very emotional, crying and in a lot of pain. He offered
support, comfort, and loving counsel, and I came to realize who my real family is: Jack and the Community of
A.R.E of NY.
Jack and Jorge came to visit a few days after my surgery, and then Sylvia Chappell and Nya Fleron came.
I knew the other Board members were there with me in
spirit. I felt it and they each reached out to me in their
own unique ways.
I’m grateful to Jack Rosen for being a friend, a mentor,
and someone who always leaves me with a smile. And I

ABOUT A.R.E. OF N.Y.:
The Association for Research and Enlightenment of
New York is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.

A.R.E. of N.Y. Edgar Cayce Center Ideal:
“To Manifest the Love of God in Service to Humanity.”
Our Mission: To offer the principles and
information contained in the Edgar Cayce readings and
related materials to all seekers as sources of spiritual
growth, enlightenment and healing, and to support their
application in our daily lives.
The A.R.E. of New York Board of Trustees:
Chairman, Jack Rosen
Vice Chairperson, Sylvia Chappell
Secretary, Carol Schneider
Treasurer, Lucas Boladian
Ken Klein
Catherine Outeiral
Maureen St. Germain
Life Board Member, Lynne Salomon Miceli
Administrative Staff:
Director of Operations, (This role currently filled by
Board of Trustees)
Events Coordinator, Maria Rodriguez
Bookkeeper, Karen Bukolt
Volunteer Coordinator, Bookstore Manager,
Miranda Rose Gold
Web & Print Designer, Nya Fleron
Acting Newsletter Editor, Lynne Salomon Miceli
Facebook Coordinator, Tiyana C.W.
Planning & Organization Committee:
Catherine Outeiral, Chairperson
Lucas Boladian
Ken Klein
Jack Rosen
Membership Committee
Ken Klein
Lynne Salomon Miceli
Abundance Raising Committee
Lynne Salomon Miceli, Chairperson
Sylvia Chappell
Maureen St. Germain
Spiritual Integrity & Balance Committee
Lynne Salomon Miceli
Ken Klein

am grateful for the opportunity to be a Volunteer and
to serve at the A.R.E. of NY Center. 
Miranda Rose Gold is the A.R.E. of NY Volunteer Coordinator and Bookstore Manager and also
serves as one of our Receptionists at the A.R.E. of NY
Center.

Thoughts and opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily
those of the Editor, of A.R.E. of N.Y. or the national A.R.E.
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241 W. 30 St., 2nd fl, New York, NY 10001
212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
Contact us: info@edgarcaycenyc.org
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for Research and Enlightenment
Subscribe to our free e-newsletter
for event updates and specials at
www.edgarcaycenyc.org

FIND us on Facebook

TWEET us on Twitter @EdgarCayce_ARE

Golden Heart Reception
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6th, 6 - 9 PM
with award-winning Alternative
Egyptologist, John Anthony West.
More information on pages 3—4.

Annual Holiday Party!
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13th, 6 - 9 PM
with Dr. Elyse Curtis, Norman Curtis
and the Gentle Spirit Chorus

FREE! Bring a festive dish
or refreshments to share

MEET us on Meetup: Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York

AN INNER DIMENSION
What a Wonderful World
I see trees of green, red roses too,
I see them bloom for me and you,
And I think to myself,
What a wonderful world!
I see skies of blue and clouds of white,
The bright, blessed day,
the dark, sacred night,
And I think to myself,
What a wonderful world!
The colors of the rainbow
so pretty in the sky,
Are also on the faces of people going by,
I see friends shaking hands,
saying, how do you do,
They're really saying, I love you.
I hear babies cry, I watch them grow,
They'll learn much more
than I'll ever know,
And I think to myself,
What a wonderful world!
Yes I think to myself,
What a wonderful world!
Written by Bob Thiele and George David Weiss
(We welcome submissions of poetry
and quotes for Inner Dimension.)

Image courtesy of nuchylee at FreeDigitalPhotos.net
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